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1)	  Why	  carve	  crystals	  in	  the	  form	  of	  a	  skull?	  
 
Crystals, especially quartz crystals, can receive, store and transmit energy and 
information – as crystal radio sets can attest to. Some believe that ancient cultures used 
crystal skulls as a form of computer, recording and storing ancient wisdom and 
knowledge to be passed down for generations. Rather than storing this information in a 
regular crystal that could be lost in time, they used a skull carved out of crystal to 
represent the receptacle of the human mind or consciousness. The skull remains long 
after the body, so the crystal skull was designed to last for eternity in a form that would 
be recognized and not discarded. The key with any computer is to know how to turn it on, 
and how to work with it in order to store and access information contained within it.  
 
Noted Bio-Crystallographer, Frank Dorland, spent 6 years studying and working with the 
extraordinary Mitchell-Hedges Crystal Skull, having it famously examined at the 
Hewlett-Packard Laboratory. He wrote in his classic book on crystals, "Holy Ice – Bridge 
to the Subconscious": 
 
"Most ancient civilizations had great respect for the skull, bordering on worship, because 
it is the container of the intellect, the personality, the being and the soul of a human being 
during his or her existence on this physical plane. The skull, or head, is the important 
portion, and the body is merely a mechanism attached to it to serve its needs. In spite of 
many movies, television shows, comic books, popular literature and medicine bottles, the 
skull is a symbol of death only to the uninitiated." 
 
 

 
The	  famous	  Mitchell-‐Hedges	  Crystal	  Skull	  

 
 

Get your FREE subscription to the  
CRYSTAL SKULL GUARDIAN 

New information, discoveries and insights 
to enhance your crystal skull experience 

Be the first to see 
new crystal skulls for sale  
SIGN UP for your FREE 

VIP CRYSTAL SKULL ALERT 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/frank-dorland.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/mitchell-hedges-crystal-skull.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-skull-news.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/vip
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2)	  Ancient	  vs.	  Modern	  Crystal	  Skulls	  -‐	  Who	  made	  them,	  and	  what	  is	  their	  purpose?	  	  
 
There is a lot of mystery surrounding the ancient crystal skulls, with questions regarding 
who made them, how they were made, and why. There are those who say that they have 
cosmic origins, or that they are connected to Atlantis and Lemuria. Crystals cannot be 
carbon dated, so there is no way to date the age of the crystal itself, therefore scientists 
use electron microscopes to determine what kinds of tools were used to carve them. If 
there is evidence of primitive carving tools, then the crystal skull is deemed to be ancient.  
 
Quartz is an extremely hard crystal, which is very difficult to carve by hand, so it would 
have taken years, decades and even generations for the ancients to carve and polish a 
crystal skull – some say that the shamans would polish the crystal skulls with their hair in 
order to infuse their wisdom and knowledge into the skull. Some shamans used a crystal 
skull as a vessel to hold their consciousness at the moment of death, so they could pass 
their knowing on to their successors.  
 
When examining crystal skulls, if scientists see evidence of tool marks from modern 
carving tools, such as a jewelers wheel, then these crystal skulls are deemed to have been 
carved in the modern era, within the last two centuries. Today, there are many modern 
carvers who carve crystal skulls in a huge variety of stones, mostly in China and Brazil.  
 
The finest crystals and carvings tend to come from Brazil, and we get our highest quality 
crystal skulls directly from the master Brazilian carvers. When it comes to crystal skulls, 
quality is very important – a crystal skull is a powerful spiritual tool of consciousness, so 
the quality of the stone and the quality of the energy make a huge difference. This is why 
we offer the highest quality crystal skulls available in the world.  
 
Crystals and crystal skulls are amplifiers of thought, energy and intention. They can calm 
and clear the mind for more profound meditation, and for improved clarity and decision- 
making. With a crystal skull you can enhance intuition and psychic abilities, facilitate 
spiritual experiences and guidance, improve grounding and concentration, support the 
laws of attraction and manifestation, promote peace and calm in any environment, and 
generally experience whatever you set your mind to.  
 
(PLEASE NOTE: Old and ancient crystal skulls are very rare – beware of fakes. Some people talk about 
crystal skulls that have no tool marks at all, which are generally modern skulls that come from a mold and 
are not carved from natural crystal or stones.) 
 

 

“SHA	  NA	  RA”,	  “MAX”,	  and	  “ET”	  are	  some	  of	  the	  few	  crystal	  skulls	  examined	  to	  be	  truly	  ancient	  
 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/sale/quartz-large.html#formed
http://www.crystalskulls.com/sale/quartz.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/ascension.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/real-crystal-skull.html
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3)	  Activated	  crystal	  skulls,	  and	  what	  makes	  our	  crystal	  skulls	  different	  from	  others?	  
 
When crystals come out of the earth, their energy is dormant, like rocks – they need to be 
activated with intention and interaction in order to have their potential energy awakened. 
The more you work with a crystal skull, the more it becomes activated and energized.  
 
When carvers create crystal skulls, they say that they usually carve the eyes last, because 
as soon as the eyes are carved, the crystal skull becomes a being with consciousness – 
they essentially come alive. Each and every crystal skull, from the smallest to the largest, 
is completely unique, and has it own personality. This is a phenomenon that does not 
exist with other crystal carvings, only with the crystal skulls. This is why people feel 
drawn to name their crystal skulls.  
 
Crystals and crystal skulls absorb and record energies from everything that they 
experience. They absorb energies from the carver, and from each person who handles 
them. When we receive new crystal skulls, we clear their energy with sound and light 
activations, then we energize them on a special table that is inlaid with semi-precious 
stones. All of our crystal skulls are energized with the Tibetan Crystal Skull AMAR, and 
with the Mayan Blue Jade Skull CANA IXIM – this infuses the crystal skulls with 
powerful healing energies. These energized crystal skulls are then kept together with 
AMAR and CANA IXIM in a special Crystal Skull Sanctuary, which is like a perpetual 
crystal skull gathering where the crystal skulls all activate and energize each other on a 
constant basis while they await their new guardian. (We handle each and every crystal 
skull personally, large and small, with tender loving care, recognizing each one as a 
powerful energetic being of consciousness.) 
 
When we receive an order, each crystal skull is specifically selected intuitively for you, 
as the crystal skull chooses its guardian – this is true even for the smallest crystal skulls. 
Your crystal skull is again placed on the large marble table inlaid with semi-precious 
stones overlooking a mystical lake. AMAR and CANA IXIM are placed in the center of 
this table to fully energize and optimally activate your crystal skull for you. We often 
perform special ceremonies and activations with the cycles of the moon, and on other 
special, sacred and auspicious dates. We set the highest universal intentions that each and 
every crystal skull will bring love, light, joy, peace, prosperity, protection, wisdom, 
guidance, healing, inspiration, fulfillment and wellbeing to all whom they encounter. 
People can feel these powerful energies emanating from our crystal skulls, sometimes 
right through the box that they arrive in! 
 

  
Images of The 22-pound life-size Tibetan Crystal Skull AMAR energizing crystal skulls: 

(left) AMAR with crystal skulls on 5-foot ceremonial inlaid table; (right) AMAR beaming energy into a crystal skull 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/tibet-crystal-skull.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/cana-ixim.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/energized.html
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4)	  How	  to	  connect	  with	  your	  crystal	  skull	  
 
Hold your crystal skull in your hands facing you, and welcome it as your new friend that 
will support and assist you in many ways. Close your eyes, breathe and relax. Feel the 
energy of your crystal skull in your heart, and feel that your mind and the crystal skull are 
one. Breathe in gently and slowly, and allow whatever comes to you, letting go of any 
pressure or expectations. Some people may see images, some may hear messages, some 
feel energy or emotions, and some people just feel a sense of peace. You can also gaze 
into the eyes of your crystal skull to connect with it.  
 
Once you connect with your crystal skull, you may receive a name – be patient and trust. 
Crystal skulls like to have names, so they can have a friendly relationship with you as a 
member of your spiritual family. Trust whatever name comes to your mind, even if it 
seems strange, ordinary or simple. As with all relationships, your connection with your 
crystal skull will get stronger with time.  
 
Some people like to sleep with crystal skulls near them to receive messages in their 
dreams – other people find it too intense to sleep with crystal skulls in their room. Some 
people like to carry crystal skulls with them at all times – we recommend that you keep 
them protected in a pouch, or benefit from wearing crystal skull jewelry. Some people 
like to create a special altar space or matrix for their crystal skulls. The key is to always 
listen to your own guidance and trust what feels right to you.  
 
 

 
The power of two minds becoming one: Crystal Skulls amplify human consciousness – the bigger & clearer the better! 
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5)	  How	  to	  program	  and	  work	  with	  your	  crystal	  skull	  
 
The more you work with a crystal skull, the more activated and energized it becomes. 
However, you do not have to actively work with a crystal skull in order for it to actively 
work with you. Crystal skulls will resonate the energies of whatever stone they are carved 
from and will radiate this energy all around them (as long as they are not kept behind 
glass which stifles their energy). Children and animals, particularly cats, can perceive the 
energy emitted by crystal skulls, and are often irresistibly attracted to them.  
 
There are many ways to work with crystal skulls. First, you may want to program your 
crystal skull with a specific intention of what you would like to experience.  
 
Programming your crystal skull: 

1) Hold your crystal skull in your hands facing you 
2) Close your eyes, and get a clear sense in your mind of your intention, ideally 

visualizing it in as much detail as possible until you get a clear picture in your 
mind (if you are not a visual person, get a clear concept and choose specific 
words) 

3) Feel the feelings in your heart and in your body of having that intention manifest 
in your life right now 

4) Take a deep breath, and blow your breath into your crystal skull, breathing your 
intention and the frequency of those feelings into the crystal skull 

5) Thank the crystal skull for helping you to manifest that reality in your life now 
 
Meditating with your crystal skull: 
During meditation, you can hold your crystal skulls in your hands, or lay them on your 
body, or have them in a circle around you, or on a table in front of you, etc. 
 
RECEIVING – If your intention when you meditate is to receive guidance, wisdom, 
information or healing, have your crystal skull(s) facing you.  
 
PROJECTING – If your intention when you meditate is to send healing energy to others, 
or to project energies out to the world, have your crystal skull(s) facing away from you.  
 
ATTRACTING – If you want to set an intention to attract something into your life, or to 
manifest something you desire, have your crystal skull(s) facing away from you, sending 
your intention out into the world and out to the Universe.  
 
On our website, we have more tools and techniques for working with your crystal skulls, 
including guided meditations for healing, and for programming and activating your 
crystal skulls. We also offer special kits with complete instructions for protection and 
manifesting with crystal skulls. 

         
                           Crystal Skull Guided Meditations                  Crystal Skull Protection Kit 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-skull-activation.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/meditations.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/protection-kit.html
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6)	  What	  are	  the	  benefits	  to	  having	  a	  crystal	  skull?	  Which	  crystal	  skull	  is	  best	  for	  you?	  
 
Crystals are key components used in computers, watches and electronics because of their 
energetic properties. Just as radios can be made from crystals, Crystal Skulls are like a 
cosmic radio that receives, stores and transmits energy and information. Crystal skulls 
can help raise your consciousness and attune you to higher frequencies, and are a conduit 
for you to receive wisdom, guidance and awareness. They amplify and heighten intuitive 
abilities to gain greater insights and understanding.  
 
Crystal Skulls can help to calm and focus the mind in order to achieve greater levels of 
concentration, inspiration and creativity, and deeper meditative states. They can bring 
peace and calm to any environment, and provide protection from negative energies. 
Crystal Skulls can be healing and uplifting mentally, emotionally, spiritually and 
physically - particularly for children, and those with special needs.  
 
Crystal skulls can help you attract, create and manifest whatever you put your mind to, 
especially when working with the laws of attraction. Crystal Skulls are like a computer 
that can be programmed with your intentions, helping you to stay clearly focused on what 
you want to create, and holding the energetic frequencies to attract the vibration of what 
you desire, like a magnet.  
 
Tools like the Advisor Crystal Skull Pendulum use proven centuries-old techniques for 
gaining clear and accurate responses to any question instantly. This powerful tool uses a 
system called divining or dowsing, which is an external tool for communicating with 
your higher guidance and intuition in a way that you can clearly see and feel 
immediately.  
 
Crystal Skulls can also be used as psychic tools for the art of scrying or crystal gazing. 
The best Crystal Skulls for scrying are clear quartz, or obsidian.  
 
- The best all-purpose crystal skull is clear quartz, which is a master healer.  Clear quartz 
enhances intuition and guidance, amplifies thought and intention, raises vibration and 
consciousness, and increases energy and vitality.  
 
- The best crystal skulls to heighten psychic abilities and intuition are amethyst, ametrine, 
clear quartz, charoite, labradorite, rainbow obsidian, and lapis lazuli. 
 
- The best crystal skulls for grounding and protection are black obsidian, hematite, jet, 
tiger eye, tiger iron, and silver sheen obsidian.  
 
 - The best crystal skulls for attracting prosperity and abundance are ametrine, citrine, jet, 
pyrite, golden obsidian, smoky quartz, tiger eye, and nuummite. 
 
 - The best crystal skulls for love are rose quartz, star rose quartz, rhodochrosite, rubellite 
tourmaline, lepidolite, and garnet (for passion).  
 
 - The best crystal skulls for healing are quartz, turquoise, jade, and aventurine.  
 
Click here to see a full list of stones and their properties, along with crystal skull 
recommendations to assist you with specific emotional issues, physical issues, and 
spiritual issues.  

http://www.crystalskulls.com/advisor-pendulums.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/scrying-crystals.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/new.html#stone
http://www.crystalskulls.com/emotional-healing.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/physical-healing.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/spiritual-healing.html
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7)	  How	  to	  care	  for	  your	  crystal	  skull:	  cleansing	  and	  energizing	  
 
Most crystals and crystal skulls can absorb energies, so it is wise to cleanse them from 
time to time, especially if you have let other people touch them, or if they have been 
exposed to negative energies, arguments, etc. There are several ways to do this: 
 
Sea Salt - You can cleanse your crystal skulls in a bowl of sea salt, or water with sea salt 
overnight under a full moon (never use this method for jewelry, or for stones containing 
metal, such as hematite, pyrite, etc.) Caution: use cold water only, NEVER use hot water! 
 
Breath - You can hold your crystal skull or crystal skull jewelry in your hands, close your 
eyes, and breathe, blowing your breath into your crystal skull with the intention of 
clearing any undesirable energies from your crystal skull. You can also program your 
crystal skull or crystal skull jewelry using this method by holding your intention in your 
mind, and breathing/blowing that intention into the skull.  
 
Bells - You can cleanse your crystal skull or crystal skull jewelry with sound, particularly 
with Tibetan bells or Tingshas – this is our preferred method. Ring the bells over the 
skulls, asking for them to be cleared of any and all unbeneficial or undesirable energies – 
you can also ring the bells over the crystal skulls as you program them with your 
intentions to set the frequency of your intention into the crystal skull.  
 
Will cleansing your crystal skull clear away the energies of AMAR and CANA IXIM? 
No, the energies of AMAR and CANA IXIM have raised the frequency of your crystal 
skull, and are essentially woven into the energetic fabric of your crystal skull and crystal 
skull jewelry. You can only “erase” this energy if you specifically intend to do so. 
 
Energizing and activating your crystal skull 
Crystal skulls respond to light and sound, and can be energized and activated in several 
ways: 

A) Moonlight – crystal skulls love the energy of the moon; they are especially 
energized when bathed in the light of the full moon (however, some crystal skulls 
do not enjoy the light of the sun – some stones like amethyst can fade in sunlight.) 

B) Sound – crystal skulls can be energized and activated by sound, such at Tibetan 
singing bowls, Tibetan bells/Tingshas, crystal bowls, etc. (but putting the crystal 
skull inside the bowl when playing is not recommended as the vibration can be 
too strong.) 

C) Music – crystal skulls enjoy the sound of music, but be very selective because the 
crystals absorb the vibrations and energies of the music and the lyrics (Dr. Emoto 
did very powerful experiments demonstrating how different music affects water 
crystals) 

D) Light – placing your crystal skull on a lightbox or with candlelight can activate 
your crystal skull’s energies. Crystal Skulls, especially clear quartz crystal skulls, 
look amazing when lit from underneath by a light box; if the light changes colors, 
it activates different energetic frequencies within the crystal skull.  

E) Essences – you can use essences to activate and re-energize your crystal skulls; 
the AMAR Crystal Skull Essence was created from high-vibrational water from 
Medicine Lake in Mount Shasta and can activate the energy of AMAR in your 
crystal skull (and in you). The CANA IXIM Crystal Skull Essence was created 
with the sacred waters near an ancient Hawaiian temple, and can activate the 
healing energy of CANA IXIM in your crystal skull (as well as in you).   

http://www.crystalskulls.com/ceremony.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/light.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/gem-essences.html
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8)	  Why	  do	  people	  collect	  crystal	  skulls?	  
 
Different stones have different energetic properties and vibrate at different frequencies. 
Darker stones like obsidian vibrate at lower frequencies and are very good for grounding 
and protection. Lighter stones like amethyst vibrate at higher frequencies and help one 
connect with higher guidance and intuition.  
 
All natural stones give and receive energies on different levels, and therefore support us 
and help us in different ways. Most stone colors correspond with different chakra colors, 
and support the energies of the corresponding chakra. A Crystal Skull Chakra Set 
contains 7 crystal skulls in different stones to balance, energize and support the energies 
of each of the chakras (energy centers of the body). For instance, blue sodalite supports 
the throat chakra and facilitates communication; amethyst supports the third eye and 
enhances intuition; rose quartz heals and opens the heart, promoting love and self-love.  
 
Each crystal skull is completely unique, and each has its own energetic vibration and 
frequency. Different stones have different frequencies, like different notes on a keyboard, 
so the more crystal skulls you have, the more notes you can play with to create harmonic 
arrangements and powerful energetic matrixes.  
 
One of the most powerful matrix energies you can work with is a circle of twelve crystal 
skulls. This creates an amazing vortex of energy that amplifies and energizes whatever is 
in the center of the circle. You can sit in the center of the 12 crystal skulls to deepen 
meditative states, increase your energy and vitality, and enhance healing on all levels. 
Place an intention (a photo, word, affirmation, vision board, etc.) in the center of the 
circle of 12 crystal skulls to magnify the powers of manifestation and laws of attraction.  
 
When you place a circle of 12 quartz crystal skulls around any stone, you amplify the 
power of the stone in the center exponentially. A circle of 12 quartz crystal skulls can 
also cleanse, energize and activate any crystal skull placed in the center. Quartz crystal is 
a master stone – it energizes and enhances the properties of any other stone that is near it.  
 
Some people are perfectly happy with one crystal skull, but crystal skulls are beings with 
consciousness that tend to want to attract companions to increase their power. When it 
comes to crystal skulls, two heads can definitely be better than one, and most crystal skull 
guardians will say: the more the merrier!  
 

 
The power of a circular matrix of 12 crystal skulls with a 13th crystal skull in the center  

http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-healing.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/7-crystal-skulls.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/12-crystal-skulls.html
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9)	  What	  are	  the	  benefits	  of	  wearing	  crystal	  skull	  jewelry?	  
 
Wearing crystal skull jewelry lets you benefit from the power of crystal skulls by having 
them close to you at all times. Crystal skulls amplify the energetic properties of stones. 
Wearing crystal skulls can help raise your consciousness, increase your energy, raise your 
frequency and vibration, support you to experience greater peace, joy, calm and 
wellbeing, and attract prosperity on all levels. Wearing crystal skulls can also be very 
grounding and protective, and can increase your intuitive abilities.  
 
Certain stones, like Lapis Lazuli, Aquamarine or Blue Lace Agate are excellent when 
worn as a pendant because they support the throat and facilitate clear self-expression. 
They also promote intuition, knowing, peace and calm. 
 
Wearing rose quartz near the heart helps to heal, open and protect the heart, while 
promoting self-love and self-acceptance, and also attracting and supporting love in all 
forms.  
 
Wearing clear quartz amplifies your will and intention, increases your awareness and 
perception, promotes creativity and inspiration, and is an all-purpose healing stone. 
 
Wearing garnet supports the blood and cardiovascular system, while also increasing 
passion and vitality. It can help to calm anxiety, and promotes self-confidence.  
 
Wearing amethyst increases intuitive abilities and offers spiritual protection. It is also a 
powerful detoxifier, and can be helpful with issues of addiction. 
 
Wearing ametrine promotes higher psychic awareness and spiritual enlightenment. It can 
help with alleviating depression, enhancing inner peace, and easing change and transition. 
It is highly protective and transmutes negative energies, bringing joy and abundance. 
 
Wearing carnelian promotes self-esteem and creativity, improves memory and focus, 
assists with problem-solving, and helps attain goals and success. 
 
Wearing tiger eye increases courage and confidence, enhances willpower and patience, 
and can bring luck. 
 
We have the largest selection of crystal skull jewelry in the world, including crystal skull 
pendants in many different stones. We also have an extensive variety of crystal skull 
jewelry designed exclusively for us in silver and in leather. Experience how wearing 
crystal skulls can empower you, benefit you and support you at all times. 
 

 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/buy/jewelry.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/buy/jewelry.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/buy/designer-jewelry.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/buy/designer-jewelry.html
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10)	  How	  can	  crystal	  skulls	  help	  and	  heal	  the	  Earth?	  
 
Crystal skulls are emerging at this time to help raise the consciousness of humanity. They 
are spreading around the world to assist and support the Earth itself as this planet is 
undergoing its own evolution and transformation. Crystal skulls can help raise the 
energetic vibration and frequency around them, and can raise the vibration of the Earth. 

The Earth is crystalline in nature, as is the human body. Quartz is one of the most 
abundant minerals on Earth, making up 12% of the Earth’s crust. Crystals conduct 
electromagnetic energy, and this energy can energize and restore balance to the human 
body as well as to the planet itself. Your mind and your conscious intent can activate the 
crystal skulls and direct their energy with precision for healing and manifesting your will 
and intention, for yourself and for the Earth. 

Crystal skulls serve several purposes around the world. They anchor a higher vibration to 
allow a new level of consciousness to raise the vibration of humanity. Crystal skulls are 
connected to each other and form a crystalline grid much like a cosmic Internet – they 
communicate with each other "wirelessly" and share energy and information. Crystals are 
like computers that store information, and are also receivers and transmitters of energy 
and information. 

The crystal skull grid not only connects crystal skulls to one another, it also creates an 
energy field that surrounds the planet and helps to keep the Earth’s energy intact as it 
undergoes massive change and evolution. Crystal skulls are assisting the planet to raise 
its vibration and to become more light, thanks to crystal skull guardians around the globe. 

Crystal skulls can also serve to relieve pressure in the Earth, much like an acupuncture 
needle, removing energy blockages and allowing the flow of balance and wellbeing to be 
restored. Crystal skulls can bring peace to all people, places and things that surround 
them. This is why people all over the world are guided to work with as many crystal 
skulls as possible, and to share them with others. 
 

 
Crystal Skulls holding the light around the World in special activations 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/new.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/new.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/sale/solstice.html
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How	  are	  crystal	  skulls	  energized	  by	  AMAR,	  CANA	  IXIM,	  ET	  and	  SHA	  NA	  RA?	  
 
Each crystal skull has its own unique energy signature and vibration. Old and ancient 
crystal skulls contain powerful energies of healing, wisdom and higher frequencies that 
can be imprinted or "downloaded" into newer crystal skulls because crystal skulls absorb, 
share and transfer energy and information. Those who are highly sensitive can actually 
see and/or feel this energy transmission that occurs between the crystal skulls.  
 
All of the crystal skulls from CrystalSkulls.com are energized with the Tibetan Crystal 
Skull AMAR, and the Mayan Blue Jade Crystal Skull, CANA IXIM, unless they 
specifically state otherwise. Each crystal skull, from the smallest to the largest, is directly 
energized with AMAR and CANA IXIM at least twice: once when we first receive it, and 
then it is energized specially for you when you place your order. While crystal skulls 
await their new guardians, they commune with the energies of AMAR and CANA IXIM 
constantly in a crystal skull sanctuary, and are energized in special activation ceremonies.  
 
AMAR (pronounced AH MAR) means “to love”. This 22-pound life-size Himalayan Quartz Crystal Skull 
came from a monastery in Tibet where Tibetan monks worked with it for centuries for healing and 
divination (around 2005, AMAR was rescued from the Chinese regime in Tibet by a High Lama after over 
6,000 monasteries have been tragically destroyed in Tibet, and sacred artifacts confiscated or desecrated). 
AMAR holds energies of healing, love, and compassion, and infuses this powerful energy into crystal skulls. 
 
CANA IXIM (pronounced KA-NA EESHEEM) means “Lady of the Corn”. To the Mayans, corn is life, and 
blue jade was more valued than gold. This Mayan Blue Jade Skull has rare Mayan glyphs carved in relief 
on the crown and third eye; it was used in ceremonies for abundance and fertility for the crops and for the 
people. CANA IXIM is powerfully healing, and profoundly affects women in particular.  
 
Through an exclusive arrangement with the guardians of the Ancient Crystal Skulls ET and SHA NA RA, 
CrystalSkulls.com also offers a select group of crystal skulls that have been specially energized with the 
Ancient Crystal Skull SHA NA RA, or with the Ancient ET Crystal Skull Collection: 
 
SHA NA RA is one of the few crystal skulls in the world that has been scientifically examined and proven 
to be truly ancient. It has the unusual distinction of having been discovered in an actual archeological dig 
in Mexico - thereby providing further credibility to its status as a truly ancient crystal skull. The guardian 
of SHA NA RA, Michele Nocerino, specially energized a select group of crystal skulls for us in a candlelit 
activation ceremony over many hours, during which each crystal skull directly touched SHA NA RA to 
receive its energies. 
 
ANCIENT CRYSTAL SKULL "ET" is part of the famous crystal skull collection of Joky Van Dieten, 
along with 9 other significant large crystal skulls carved from different minerals. The "youngest" crystal 
skull in this collection was carved in 1926, which still makes it one of the oldest known crystal skulls in the 
world today. The remarkable crystal skulls in this collection have been exhibited in a museum in Europe, 
and in special exhibits in several countries. ET is one of a handful of crystal skulls in the world that has 
long been acknowledged as being truly ancient. It was found by a Mayan Family in 1906 while they were 
digging in their backyard in Guatemala. Mayan priests recognized ET as the lost Mayan skull that came 
from the Pleiades, and confirmed that Joky Van Dieten was its rightful guardian. A select group of crystal 
skulls was energized with the Ancient ET Crystal Skull Collection in a powerful activation ceremony, which 
took place overnight in a full size three-story-high pyramid under a rare blue moon.   
 
The energies of AMAR and CANA IXIM (as well as the energies of SHA NA RA or ET) 
raise the frequencies of the crystal skulls that they energize; their energies are essentially 
woven into the energetic fabric of these energized crystal skulls. You can only “erase” 
these energies if you specifically intend to do so.  
 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/
http://www.crystalskulls.com/tibet-crystal-skull.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/cana-ixim.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/michele-nocerino.html#ShaNaRa
http://www.crystalskulls.com/ET-energized.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/shanara-crystal-skull.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/ET-crystal-skull.html
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Testimonials	  
 
“I know the crystal skulls have come into my life to assist me on my own spiritual path as 
well as in helping others in my healing work. I work as a Reiki Master, Angel Intuitive 
and Shamanic Practitioner and have found many, many benefits in using my skulls in 
earth healing attunements, healing of clients in body, mind and spirit and connecting to 
the world of Spirit. They are wonderful teachers and healers and I feel truly blessed to be 
given these tools to work with and share with others in my life.“ 
 
 “Although i have skulls from other sites your skulls have the most vibration. They give 
me goose bumps and fill me with love.”  
 
“We have all discovered that each skull that arrives for each of us is indicative of our 
personalities. it is quite interesting to see. am ordering another soon. thanks again.” 
 
“As always your company is the best and only choice for me to purchase my skulls as you 
seem to have left no stone unturned (pun intended) in the care and handling of these 
darling skulls.” 
 
“Yes, I received my amazing crystal skull last week and I love it! I wear all the time and 
feel that it has surrounded me with good auras and positive energy's. I am very happy 
that I got this skull.” 
 
“When I recieved my "Little Helper" crystal skull it jumpstarted my road back to health. 
Ever since then, I keep my miniature crystal skull with me as much as possible and life 
for me is improving daily. Thank you,” 
 
“I recently purchased a crystal skull from u guys and it changed my life around....I 
received it last nov. and I felt the bubble surrounding me, im a true believer” 
 
More testimonials 
 

 
Mayan Blue Jade Crystal Skull CANA IXIM 

http://www.crystalskulls.com/experiences.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/cana-ixim.html
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Bonus	  –	  Free	  Crystal	  Skull	  Meditation	  
 
The more we work with crystal skulls, the more they work with us and for us. We are 
offering access to a free meditation for working with your crystal skulls to heal the Earth. 
It is best if you can do this meditation in nature, with your crystal skull(s) directly on the 
earth, or on the ground. This meditation can be done any day, or every day, to help 
maintain balance on Earth and for your own wellbeing as well. 
 
 
Listen to your free meditation: http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-skulls-earth.html 
 
 
 

 
The Tibetan Crystal Skull AMAR with 12 life-size crystal skulls from CrystalSkulls.com 

 
 
 

 
 

Get your FREE subscription to the  
CRYSTAL SKULL GUARDIAN 

New information, discoveries and insights 
to enhance your crystal skull experience 

Be the first to see 
new crystal skulls for sale  
SIGN UP for your FREE 

VIP CRYSTAL SKULL ALERT 
 

  

http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-skulls-earth.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/tibet-crystal-skull.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-skull-news.html
http://www.crystalskulls.com/vip
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Useful	  Links:	  
 
 
Free Crystal Skull Newsletter: http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-skull-news.html 
 
Crystal Skull VIP Alert for new items/special sales: http://www.crystalskulls.com/vip/ 
 
All About Crystal Skulls: http://www.crystalskulls.com 
 
 
 
Legend of the 13 Crystal Skulls: http://www.crystalskulls.com/13-crystal-skulls.html 
 
Crystal Skull Theory: http://www.crystalskulls.com/crystal-skull-theory.html 
 
Ancient Crystal Skulls: http://www.crystalskulls.com/ancient-crystal-skulls.html 
 
 
 
Sha Na Ra Energized Skulls: http://www.crystalskulls.com/shanara-crystal-skull.html 
 
ET Energized Crystal Skulls: http://www.crystalskulls.com/ET-energized.html 
 
AMAR Energized Crystal Skulls: http://www.crystalskulls.com/energized.html 
 
 
 
Crystal Skull Meditations: http://www.crystalskulls.com/meditations.html 
 
Crystal Skull Jewelry: http://www.crystalskulls.com/buy/jewelry.html 
 
Crystal Skulls For Sale: http://www.crystalskulls.com/new.html 
 
 
 
 
 

We	  welcome	  your	  feedback:	  	  info@crystalskulls.com	  
 
 
We hope you enjoyed this ebook, and if you know someone else who would enjoy this ebook please feel 
free to pass it on – you are also welcome to share this ebook on your website/blog/social media. 
All we ask is that you share it in its original PDF format with no changes or amendments, including 
all links, and that you make it available for free. Thank you for sharing the power of crystal skulls.  
 
 
v.2 Copyright 2016 – www.CrystalSkulls.com and Millennium Products For Personal Power, Inc.  
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